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An Inscribed Jug from Raqqa
Scripture and the Expression of Identity

M a rc u s  M i lw r i g h t

The practice of writing in ink on the surfaces of unglazed ceramic vessels and 
sherds is an ancient one. In part, the employment of earthenware for this purpose re-
lates to the relatively high cost of writing materials employed for books and bureaucratic 
functions: papyrus, parchment, and paper.1 Baked pottery vessels or broken fragments 
bearing writing or designs in ink are known in scholarly literature as ostraca,2 and can be 
distinguished from more permanent epigraphic and pseudo-epigraphic designs applied 
prior to firing through processes such as relief moulding, sgraffito, and painting with 
slips and glazes.
 The subject of this essay is a jug inscribed with ink after firing, recovered from the 
city of Raqqa in northeastern Syria, probably dating to the late eighth or ninth century 
(figs. 1.1–1.3). The jug is of particular significance for the length and complexity of the 
Qur aʾnic inscription applied to its surface. The analysis considers the visual strategies in-
volved in the production of inscriptions, suggesting ways in which the “iconicity” of the 
epigraphic program may have contributed to the original meanings communicated by 
this unusual decorated jug.3 The type of writing found on the Raqqa jug has the capac-
ity to operate on different levels—religious, polemical, and magical—simultaneously. 
While we can no longer recapture the precise motivations of the scribe and the client 
(assuming there was one), it is apparent that elements of the content and visual form of 
the words on the jug borrow and adapt strategies found in the material culture of late 
antiquity through the first centuries of Islam. 
 The first section of this essay describes the jug itself, providing an archaeological con-
text for its form and ornamentation. The second section addresses the text applied to the 
surface, considering both its morphology and its content. This is followed by a review of 
the characteristics of the Qur aʾnic passages themselves, suggesting links to the Psalms. 

Fig. 1.1. Unglazed ceramic jug with writing 
added after firing, surface find from 
Raqqa, late eighth or ninth century. Raqqa 
Archaeological Museum. Photo by Marcus 
Milwright, 2001.
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The final section discusses both the practice of writing around the surfaces of ceramic 
vessels and the precise choice of Qur aʾnic citation. It is argued that this evidence can be 
compared to epigraphic strategies employed elsewhere by Muslims as they sought ways 
to interact with other religious communities. Acknowledgment of the strong Christian 
presence in Raqqa is crucial in understanding the intersections the inscribed text estab-
lishes between competing scriptural traditions. This last point broaches the important 
question of how we should characterize such encounters: Where should we place this 
inscribed object on the continuum between an expression of cosmopolitanism and an 
act of appropriation by a dominant confessional community?

C

The unglazed jug that forms the basis of the present study was exhibited in the Raqqa 
Archaeological Museum. I had the opportunity to examine and photograph the piece 
during visits in 2001 and 2005. The current status is unknown, though given the looting 
and bombing suffered by the museum, it seems likely that this intriguing artifact is now 
destroyed or lost. The jug is approximately 35 centimeters in height and constructed of a 
fine buff-colored clay. The body is globular with a slight carination in the upper part and 
rises to a tall, flaring neck. In its reconstructed form, the jug is largely complete save for 
losses around the lip and one small section of the body. The Raqqa jug was recovered 
from unstratified surface deposits in the region of Tal Aswad (literally, the Black Hill), 
the ancient industrial zone located immediately to the north of the modern suburb of 
Mishlab.4

Fig. 1.2. Side view of jug from Raqqa (fig. 1.1). Photo by 
Marcus Milwright, 2001. 
 
Fig. 1.3. Interior of neck of jug from Raqqa (fig. 1.1). Photo 
by Marcus Milwright, 2001.
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 The establishment of Tal Aswad as a center for ceramic production should be under-
stood in the context of the creation of the new city (mis. r) of al-Rafiqa (the Companion) 
in the last quarter of the eighth century. At the time of the Islamic conquest of northern 
Syria in the late 630s, there was a settlement known as Kallinikos on the northern side 
of the Euphrates and to the west of a tributary watercourse, the Balikh River. Founded 
by the Seleucid dynasty, Kallinikos was provided with defensive walls during the reign 
of Justinian I (r. 527–65). Late-antique Kallinikos was a predominantly Syriac Christian 
settlement, containing also smaller Jewish and pagan Sabian communities. The town 
probably continued to have a Christian majority for several centuries after the Islamic 
conquest. Syriac sources mention monasteries in the vicinity, most importantly one 
dedicated to Mar Zakkai, located on the mound known today as Tal al-Biʿ a. From the 
eighth to the beginning of the thirteenth century there are references to bishops resid-
ing in the city.5

 In Arabic sources Kallinikos comes to be known as al-Raqqa, a word that refers to 
the marshland created at the confluence of the two rivers. The Islamic conquest brought 
with it gradual changes to the city and its surrounding region, including the foundation 
of a mosque by the second governor of the Jazira, Saʿ id ibn Aʿmir b. Hidhyam. It was 
during the early Abbasid Caliphate that the area underwent the most profound changes. 
In 770–71 the caliph al-Mansur (r. 754–75) ordered the construction of al-Rafiqa about 
300 meters west of the existing settlement. Work continued through the remainder of al-
Mansur’s reign and into that of his successor, al-Mahdi (r. 775–85). Designed to house a 
garrison from Khurasan, the city adopted a horseshoe shape and included a substantial 
Congregational Mosque and a series of monumental gates. The status of al-Rafiqa was 
further elevated during the reign of Harun al-Rashid, who relocated his caliphal court 
there between 796 and 808.
 This massive phase of construction required the establishment of workshops for 
the provision of building materials and the everyday items needed by the inhabitants 
of al-Rafiqa. Some of these installations were placed in the area between al-Rafiqa and 
al-Raqqa/Kallinikos, with additional sites located beyond the northern boundaries of 
the latter in the area now known as Tal Aswad. This had formerly functioned as a burial 
site. Excavations by Syrian, German, and British teams recovered fourteen ceramic 
kilns, grouped into separate workshops, as well as substantial quantities of broken pot-
tery, wasters, kiln furniture, and associated industrial debris.6 These workshops were 
built around the time of the foundation of al-Rafiqa and probably ceased to operate in 
the mid-to-late 820s. This general dating is consistent with the physical characteristics of 
the Raqqa jug; similar thin-bodied buff wares are found in considerable numbers in the 
waste heaps associated with the Tal Aswad workshops.7

 Often known as “eggshell ware” because of its delicate walls and pale-colored ceramic 
fabric, this type of pottery has its origins in Iraq. For example, comparable eggshell 
ware has been excavated from the production center of al-Hira, and it is conceivable 
that some potters were brought from the Iraqi city to work in Tal Aswad following the 
establishment of al-Rafiqa. Basra may have provided specialists in glazed wares.8 An 
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intriguing piece of circumstantial evidence for the connection with al-Hira is an un-
glazed bowl found in al-Raqqa and bearing a molded Arabic inscription reading: “From 
[the things] made by Ibrahim al-Nasrani in al-Hira for the amir Sulayman, son of the 
Commander of the Faithful (amīr al-muʾ minīn).” 9 His confessional identity is signaled 
in his name, al-Nasrani (the Christian). There is good evidence to suggest a Christian 
presence among the potters of Tal Aswad in the form of crosses on the bases and thumb 
rests of ceramic lamps made at Tal Aswad (fig. 1.4). Given the Muslim sensitivity toward 
this motif in the late seventh and eighth centuries, the most probable explanation is that 
lamps adorned with crosses were made by Christians for other members of their confes-
sional community.10

 The most striking feature of the Raqqa jug is, of course, its inscription, applied in 
black ink across the exterior and part of the interior. This inscription was presumably 
written with a reed pen, and it has survived in remarkably good condition considering 
its age. Traditional inks used in the Islamic world were thicker than is usual today,11 and 
this must have been an advantage to the scribe given the limited porosity of the baked 
clay surface on which the words are written. Although there is considerable variation in 
the morphology of individual letter forms, the broadly angular characteristics exhibit an 
affinity with the script family known as Kufic.12 This point is important because it distin-
guishes the writing on the jug from that of other ostraca recovered during excavations of 
Tal Aswad and the industrial areas further west in the area between al-Raqqa/Kallinikos 
and the walled city of al-Rafiqa (fig.  1.5). These are written in a more curvilinear and 
informal fashion, with the writers arranging their texts conventionally in lines over the 
relatively flat surface of a potsherd. The precise content of these pieces has not yet been 
deciphered, though one appears to be composed of a list of male names. Comparisons 
can be drawn with ostraca excavated from the settlement of Istabl Aʿntar, now located 
within modern Cairo.13

Fig. 1.5. Unglazed ceramic sherd with writing 
added after firing, excavated at Tal Zujaj, 
Raqqa, late eighth or early ninth century. 
Photo by Marcus Milwright, 2001.

Fig. 1.4. Bases of unglazed relief-molded 
lamps, one with cross, excavated at Tal 
Aswad, Raqqa, late eighth or early ninth 
century. Photo by Marcus Milwright, 2001.
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 The jug differs from most other broadly contemporary ceramic ostraca in the arrange-
ment of the words. Importantly, the scribe has chosen to write in circuits around the cir-
cumference of the vessel. This mode is rarely encountered, though a comparable piece 
was located in Susa in western Iran.14 Claus-Peter Haase has deciphered the text on the 
Raqqa jug, identifying it as a long excerpt from Sūrat al-Rah. mān (Qurʾ an 55). The text 
on the jug is arranged in the following manner: Q 55.1–47 (exterior from the lip to the 
base), Q 55.48–52 (interior of the neck), and Q 55.53–~59 (exterior of the neck between 
the existing lines of script).15 Of the exterior surfaces, only the handle and the underside 
of the base are left without writing. The overlapping of the writing of the exterior surface 
of the neck creates uncertainties about where the Qurʾ anic quotation terminates.
 The text on the jug is written without the diacritical marks used to distinguish Arabic 
letters that share the same grapheme. These omissions are consistent with early Qurʾ an 
manuscripts, though it is not uncommon for potentially ambiguous words to contain 
diacritics.16 Also missing are verse markers and the markings of vowels and case end-
ings. Qurʾ an manuscripts of the seventh and eighth centuries tend to employ groupings 
of oblique lines to indicate the termination of a verse, but the scribe of the Raqqa jug 
allows the text to run continuously. The general characteristics of the script can be gath-
ered from the treatment of the repeated refrain fa-biʾ ayyi ʾ ālā iʾ rabbikumā tukadhdhibāni 
(Then which of your Lord’s blessings do you both deny?).17 This is reconstructed in fig-
ure 1.6.A on the basis of two versions found on the shoulder of the vessel, along with 
other words from Sūrat al-Rah. mān (fig.  1.6.b–d) that provide additional examples of 
the script style. Figure 1.7 provides examples of letter forms from early Qurʾ an pages in 
the Khalili Collection. These diagnostic graphemes are based on the stylistic groupings 
assembled by François Déroche (designated by him as A.I, B.Ia, B.Ib, and B.II). They are 
all associated with early Qurʾ ans of the eighth and ninth centuries.18 
 The relatively unproportioned character of the writing on the Raqqa jug should be 
acknowledged, but there are still notable points of comparison with the diagnostic 
graphemes identified by Déroche. The rather squat lām-alifs that appear on the jug (at 

A

BCD

Alif Jīm / Ha’ / Kha’ Ta’ / Za’ ‘Ayn / Ghayn

A.I

B.Ia

B.Ib

B.II

A.I

B.Ia

B.Ib

B.II

Qaf Mim Ra’ / Zay Ha’ Lam-alifAlif Jīm / Ha’ / Kha’ Ta’ / Za’ ‘Ayn / Ghayn

A.I

B.Ia

B.Ib

B.II

A.I

B.Ia

B.Ib

B.II

Qaf Mim Ra’ / Zay Ha’ Lam-alif

Fig. 1.6. Phrases and words written on the 
shoulder of the jug from Raqqa (fig. 1.1):  
A. refrain from Q 55; B. ʿalāmi from 55:24; 
C. and D. al-luʾluʾ and al-marjān from 55:22. 
Drawing by Marcus Milwright.

Fig. 1.7. Diagnostic letter forms from early 
Qur aʾn pages in the Khalili Collection. 
Adapted from Déroche, Abbasid Tradition, 
table II.
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least, those that are most carefully rendered) are broadly equivalent to those of groups 
A.I and B.II. Unconnected alifs on the jug are, however, unlike the ones employed in 
early book scripts in that they tend not to have the backward hook at the base. The verti-
cal stroke is sometimes straight and sometimes curved, though this might result from 
the difficulties of writing on the surface of the jug. The terminal nūn at the end of the 
refrain is most similar to that of B.Ia, though it has some similarities to that of A.I. The 
scribe of the jug treats the rāʾ  (see rabbikumā) in an identical manner to the nūn even 
though this is usually written with a smaller stroke in early Qurʾ ans and monumental in-
scriptions (as is the case with al-marjān on the jug). The mīm employed on the jug looks 
similar to all the types employed in group B, though in many cases the ink has spread 
such that there is no central void. The grapheme indicating jīm / h. ā  ʾ/ khā  ʾhas most in 
common with that of B.II, though it is not dissimilar to those of A.I and B.Ia. Two char-
acteristic features of the script of the Raqqa jug are the unconnected terminal yāʾ  and 
the kāf. The former is composed of an oblique downward stroke joined at a sharp angle 
to a long horizontal line that runs beneath the remainder of the word. A similar form 
appears in the mosaic inscriptions of the octagonal arcade in the Dome of the Rock 
(northwest side on the outer face and northwest side on the inner face).19 By contrast, 
this form of yāʾ seems to be different in Qurʾ ans, with the first part comprising a curved 
stroke rather than an oblique line.20 The rectilinear nature of the kāf also exhibits more 
relations to those found on early monumental inscriptions (on stone and in mosaic) 
than the examples in contemporary sacred book scripts.21

 One unusual orthographic feature can be seen in a passage located on the lower part 
of the shoulder of the vessel, on either side of the base of the handle (fig. 1.6.B), compris-
ing verse 24: wa lahu al-jawāri al-munshātu fi lʾ-bah. ri kālaʾ  aʿlāmi (And His are the ships 
sailing smoothly through the seas, lofty as mountains). The scribe rendered the elon-
gated vowel of aʿlāmi with an alif (connected to the previous letter to form a lām-alif). 
This use of an alif represents the way the word sounds when spoken, but its accepted 
representation in written form requires an alif khanjariyya, the superscript character 
also known as a dagger alif. The addition of an alif in the Raqqa jug contrasts with the 
practice seen, for example, in the long mosaic inscription of the octagonal arcade of the 
Dome of the Rock. In this case, the alif khanjariyya is omitted altogether in words like 
al-qiyāma (the resurrection) and al-rah. mān (the merciful), such that they appear in the 
mosaic inscription to read al-qiyama and al-rah. man respectively.22 The omission of the 
alif khanjariyya from al-rah. mān can also be seen in other early inscriptions, such as the 
grave markers of Aʿbd al-Rahman ibn Khayr al-Hajri and Aʿbassa bint Jurayj (31/652 and 
72/691 respectively) and the graffito found near Karbalaʾ  (64/683–84) (fig. 1.8).23 One 
possible explanation for the additional alif on the Raqqa jug is that the scribe knew the 
sura through oral transmission, and offered a transcription of verse 24 on that basis. 
Examination of early Qurʾ an manuscripts demonstrates, however, that alifs were some-
times added into words that were meant to carry the alif khanjariyya. For example, the 
so-called ʿUthmanic Qurʾ an from Tashkent (also Samarqand; likely dating from the 
eighth century) contains examples of this substitution (an alif being added where an 

Fig. 1.8. Graffito found at Hafnat al-Abyad, 
near Karbalaʾ , Iraq, dated 64/683–84. After 
Iʿzz al-Din al-Sanduq, 1955. Drawing by 

Marcus Milwright.
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